
決“Pirates'View" of Art Hi泊st匂or印y 
♂ f子E叫絡郁aS伯h沼伊巴m出i 

一lil.theglobalizing contempor紅 yworld， it is vital for minor languages to have access 
'Jp major languages. A lack of access would be fatal to th叩 survival.“Translation"is 
;their survival kit. This also means that minor non-Westem languages are subjected to 
)Westem editorship， censorship， and even rejection and cancellation. Such acts exemplifシ
:the politics of translation. Let us briefly examine Its dynamism and mechanism in the 
cross-cultural exchange between "the dominant West and the marginalized rest" with 
brief reference to Bengal and Japan， encompassing the fields of commercial transactions， 
stock exchange markets， world literature， and pre-modem， modem， and contemporary 
art history. How can non-Westem cultural produ出 obtain"civil rights，" so to speak， in 
the Westemized global market? What are the by-products such a “promotion" produces 
as a result of necessary and inevitable compromises?l Let us examine the meaning of 
1'piracy" in this process of cultural translation“Piracy" here is perceived not as a criminal 
act per se， but rather as a beneficial form of resistance to political hegemony. Who is 
entitled to define the“criminality" in question? And to wha~ extent does the “pirates' 
view" invalidate the geopolitical domination of major languages and h己gemoniccultures?2 

Batta-mon: Between Piracy and Authenticity 
Batta-mon is a colloquial expression local to the Kansai region ofWest巴mJapan.百lIsterm 
desiguates commodity goods circulated and supplied through irregular or illegal channels. 
Though the etymology is not clear， batta-mon， or batta-things， are to be distinguished 
from bacchi-mon or pαcchi-mon， which includes fakes， forgeries， counterfeits， illegal 
imitations，巴tc.(this pair ofterms may be ofKorean origin， and may have circulated in 
Japan first among Korean residents). By coincid巴nceヨbattaalso means grasshopper or 
locust. The紅 tistOkamoto Mitsuhiro took advantage ofthis chance homonym by creating 
stuffed artificial grasshoppers and covering them in leather printed with world-famous 
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brand marks. His grasshoppers printed with the 10gos of Chane1， Gucci， Fendi， among 
other brands， were exhibited at the Kobe Fashion Mus巴umin 2010. Although this event 
went， for the most p紅 t，unnoticed， one of the companies whose brand mark was used 
took notice and demanded the remova1 of all the pieces with the brand maker's 10go from 
the exhibition space， claiming that they infringed on the company's trademark rights.3 

Okamoto， the batta-mon artist， was accused of copyright vio1ation and threatened 
with a 1awsuit for damages to intellectua1 property. As stated above， batta-mon are by 
d巴finitIonirregu1arly circu1ated， dubiollS merchandise. But Okamoto's batta-mon were 
“authenticated，" ironically enough， by the very 1ega1 accusation made against them. Let 
me add that the artist never made it clear whether th巴printed1eather used in his pieces 
was “authentic" or illegally cOlU1terfeited. This， however， does not make any difference， 
as the pieces were not intended for sa1巳.1n any case， the authenticity ofthis artist's batta-
mon-that is， objects distributed through illega1 channe1s-was recognized 1egally.羽市at
resu1ted tumed out to be a sophisticated tactic for obtaining a mark of“authenticity": 
social recognition as a fake.4 However， the recognition was paradoxica1 because this 
very form of authentication deprived the grasshopper-fonn of the batta-mon the right 
to be openly disp1ayed to the public. And one might wonder what exactly was being 
"vio1ated" in this case? 

Okamoto's battaサnonwere subsequently removed from the Kobe Fashion 
Museum. The c1aim against them was fi1ed by the Director of 1nt巴llectua1Property at 
the aggrieved company's Japanese affiliate. Upon receiving the claim， the municipa1ity 
of Kobe and its Foundation for Cu1tura1 Promotion immediate1y ordered the remova1 
ofth巴workson May 6， 2010. Okamoto and the chief curator ofth巴mus閃 mwer巴not
informed of the remova1 in advance. The claimants a1so prohibited any fu知republic 
exhibition of the batta-mon. This demand was injurious to the artist because he cou1d no 
longer exhibit his pieces. Yet， through this tactical defeat Okamoto triumph巴dintermsof
gen巴ralstrategy; he succeeded in provoking an excessively selιrighteous reaction from 
one of the world's top-ranking fashion firms. And in excess of its original intention， the 
exhibition also exposed the hypersensitive stance of the 1ntellectual Property Director 
in his defense ofhis company's brand mark. 1ndeed， the Director went 50 far as to claim 
that the exhibition went“against public order and morals." One might think that attacking 
a local Japanese atiist would lead to detrimental opinions ofthe haughty position ofthe 
exclusive brand. However， in this cas巴， the protection of potential financial profits took 
precedence over the concem for maintaining a positive public image of the company's 
global brand. The company's threat of censorship approached the absurd. 

One might conclude that this corporation or its legal repr巴sentativemissed the rare 
chance to promote a new product. 1ndeed， many consmners were eager to obtain one of 
these cute grasshoppers branded with their favorite logo. It is easy to imagine how the 
brand-mark holder might have profited by buying IIp the patent for Okamoto 's batf，α-mon 
so as to legitimate its “authenticity." Howeveじifauthenticated， the batta-mon would 
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た.6longer be authentic batta-mon， as they wou1d 10se t白h巴dis坑tin邸 cは凶陶t討出iぬOωfb切巴d叩叩i註凶n昭19仰

工ttha幻tdo 巴岱s“、noωtcα1町rcαu礼1a抗teas a r巴gu叫1a紅rcommercia1 i抗tem.円 I百ft也h己creator， Okamoto， were 
きohavebee山由巳dby the m叩 a砲gem巴叩n剖tofo即 ofth潟m巴s鵠邑 c∞omp戸邑悶s，wha則a侃twou叫1礼1dhav 
事酔app巴即d?Hiおsart出i泊a恥cla乱lcα1巴atれ:u間 wou1d be protected by copy均htandco耐 thereforeno 

泌'ugerbe properly identified as tme batta-mon-thanks to this protection! Authentication 
泳lOu1dmake it an 

ぬthenticityof an : 
hy由巳 batta伊 mon( 
ふ Th巴1ega1sy 
ゐfthebra凶脚rk.Who is authorized to atぬcha 10go to what kind of出 m?Whohast民

主19htto restrict the app1icabiliちTofthe mark to speci:fic commodity goods? Who is and is 

滋otauthorized to circu1at巴particu1argoods with specific 10gos? The case of the batta-mon 
通Ildicatesthat severa11ayers of different restrictions and authorizations are superimposed 
合同cohdensedin the c∞OJ町 e釘叩rr出l

3争Jerveぽrs凶s討itザyoftぬh巴brarrdmar汰kits巴1fhavirrgb巴comethec∞ommod必it守y.Consumers no 10nger 
む:hoosea specific harrdbag for its aesthetic desigrr or functiorra1 e伍Cl叩 cy，b凶 simp1y

'lfor the sake of the brarrd mark prirrted uporr it， which they warrt to“possess." Another 
，:examp1e devised by the artist Tarro Taiga sheds light on this preposterous situatiorr. 
制eed1essωsay，“preposterous円 mearrsthat the corrverrtiorra1 defirrition of“trademark円

，as a certificate ofthe quality of goods is rro 10rrger relevarrt here.) 

Tarro's Monogram Line Series (Monoguramu rain shirizu， 2010) consists of 
fabricated handbags with explicit brand 10gos. Yet these handbags are not made of 

leather; they are imitation handbags sculpted of camphor wood covered with a co1ored-
pencil drawing.6 Equipped with a hidden video cameraョTanoput one of his wooden 
ぞimitation"sculptures on his shoulder (as if wearing a bag) and walked around 
a fiagship store in Paris to see what would happen; nobody s巴巴medto notice 

that he was ca町yinga wooden fake. But it wou1d be inexact to call it a fake， because the 
wooden sculpture is deprived of any practica1 fimction. Tano's scu1pture cannot b巴sold
as a knockoff of the original， because the wooden replica cannot substiれltefor a leather 
bag.言Whatmatters is unly the visual illusion it creates. But it can be purchased by art 

museums as an authentic and original piece， a wooden sculpture with a penci1合awmg
on its surface-un1ess the brand-mark ho1der wer巴toprotest against the purchase and 
take 1ega1 action. After consulting the brand maker， the Miyagi Museum ofArt shrewdly 
covered the 10go marks on Tano's piec凶 toavoid the risk of being sued. The case a1so 
questions the 1imit of current notions ofthe counterfeit， revealing the ambiguity of criteria 
underlying such 1ega1 decisions. Both Okamoto's batta同 monand.Tano's Monogram Line 
Series b1ur the margin ofthe fake and th巴authentic.With the prospect of the proliferation 
of such objects， one may wonder what is at stake in the overlap of the contemporary art 
market and the highly commercia1ized brand-image industry. Can these parodies of 
brand田 namemerchandise dismant1e the worship of brand-name 1abels that has swept 
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consumer behavior throughout the world? Partially， at least? And is th巴“theoreticalreach円

ofthese artistic pastiches limited to a waming against brand-mark worship? 

Export Lacquer: Faked Japanese Authenticity 
Let us bri巴i負iyreview the history of how 
c印ametωomeぬanlacquer wa紅re.Thanks to Rosemary Sco社， Angela Schottenhammer， and 

other scholars/ it is now well known that during the early modem period， Chinese 
manufacturers in Jingdezhen“imitated" Japanese lmari ware， and Japanese potters 
in Arita exported“fake" Jingdezhen ware.8 The notion of authentic versus fake was 
less important than competing by means of faithful and tactful copies of an original of 
historical importance“Stealing the secret technique" ofyour rival (ancient or modem) 
was not a shameful or criminal act of theft per se because one could not fabricate a copy of 
high quality just by stealing it or smuggling it away. Rather a "copy" (utsllshi， which also 
means“transmission勺wasa respectful undertaking， an achiev巴mentof tmderstanding 
craftsmanship signaling the highest honor. Moreover， the reality of these commercial 
transactions cannot be reconstructed simply by relying on statistics r巴cordedin official 
documents. The more complex reality resided in illegal trade， where not only batta-mon 
but also bacchi-mon flourished 

Let us consider the case of Japanese export lacqu巴r.At the beginning of the 
seventeenth century， the standard forms of export lacquer from Japan changed 
dramatically. Previously， Portuguese merchants had commissioned Japanese lacqllerers 
to make utensils for Christian ritllal llse， objects such as r巴tablesor folding lectems 
omamented with nacre-inlay and lacquered with motifs sllch as camellias (tsubaki)， 
lesped巴za(hagi)， and maple (kaede). Trunks decorated with wave designs (seigaiha) 
and topped with hemispherical domed lids were also extremely popular. However， tastes 
changed with the takeover of commerce by the Dutch， and items for religious practice 
disappeared as Christianity was forbidden in Japan. The trunks with nacre-inlay were 
superseded by rectangular boxes.9 

The most famous remaining examples of export lacquer after this change are the 
so四 calledVan Diemen box and the Mazarin chest， both in th巴collectionofthe Victoria 
and Albert Museum.10 As these works demonstrate， nacre inlay lost its popularity and 
was largely replaced by picturesque landscapes or exotic genre scenes of court culture 
realized in maki-e， literally“sprinkled picture，" a technique of building up designs in 
powder or filings of gold or other materials on or within the layers of a lacquer surface. 
We should observe that authentic lacquered wooden fumiture was easily modified in form 
and function according to this shift in European consumers and their tastes. Despite their 
fascination with lacquerware， it is obvious that neither th巴Portuguesenor the Dutch were 
satisfied withjust any item made oflacquer. Both groups ofWestem consumers sought 

specific forms according to their own needs and ordered different守pesof decoration 
according to their particular taste. As Japanese export lacquer goods s仕ictlyfor foreign 
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fl11anufacturers and artisans 合同lyarranged at甘active，picぬresque，and exotic scenes 
r~ithout aiming for overall coherence. These were images intended simply to pleas巴
[the eye， and not intended for exegesis and ekphrasis by certified experts. They 
;~vere authentic-looking fabrications to be appreciated only by those who could not 
i'llllderstand the absurd features of the scenery. In other words， a “faked authenticity" or 
S"an “authentication of the fake" was achieved for the purpose of profitable corrmlercial 
fransaction. The distinction between the fake and the authentic stood on fictitious 
briteria. To retum again to our earlier question， one may wonder why this is not 
釘ueas well with the global brand company that rejects identification with a local 
Tatta-monY Perhaps in the future such companies will fabricat巴 goodsof “fake 
authenticity，" or“authenticated fakes，" as the Japanese lacquer craftsmen did for 
foreign mark巴tsin the seventeenth century 

Aray-skin shield with lacquer omament (ca.1580) is preserved in the collection 
ofFerdinand II in Tirol， at the Schloss Ambras on the outskirts ofInnsbmckヲAustria.13

This shield is said to be a Japanese product. However， my personal expertise does not 
sustain this opinion. The image offiowers and squirrels on the reverse is not realized in 
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the gold-lacquer mak.トetechnique of Japan but rather in the manner of the lacquer painting 
of South Asia and Southeast Asia. Thus， ray skin prepared in Japan or elsewhere was 
probably expOlied to Southeast Asia andなansformedther巴 intoa shield and then sent 
on to Europe， where it was mistakenly view巴das a Japanese product. Such decorative 
embellishments were frequently added in the course of cornnlercial transactions and 
recirculations. Chinese porcelain was decorated with gold and silver so as to add value 
for both the lndian and lslamic markets and evenhmlly cher・ish巴dfor this added value in 
its final destination in Northem Emope. The fact that these items traveled all the way to 
Europe was the key factor， and occasional additions both in decoration and commission 
fees were necessary surpluses. The additions did not d己privethe items oftheir aura of 
authenticity; on the contrary， the fact that they were augmented by other treasures and 
omamentation during their voyage added to their original value. The manufachrrers and 
initial merchants did not complain about such “abuses." 

Ultimately， some decorative lacquer underwent an unexpected metamorphosis 
to survive on the surface of Rococo fumiture. The legendary eighteenth-century 
cabinet-maker Bemard van Risenburgh II invented a secret technique of stripping a thin 
layer of Japanese lacquer from its supporting wood body and， like a skin transplant， 
attaching it to the curved surface of Rococo furniture. Outdated lacquer decoration 
produced for Dutch export was "recycled" as it were， and found a new habitat on the 
front and side panels of Rococo commodes where it could serve once again in elite 
Westem residences and royal palaces. Such lacquers had become very expensive for 
Europeans due to the suspension of official trade in Japanese lacquer by th巴Dutch
East India Company in 1693.14 

To retl1In to our initial metaphor of the batta-mon， one could say that Van 
Risenburgh 's operation can be likened to transposing brand“marked G'ucci or Louis 
Vuitton leather onto the wooden body of a grasshopper without the permission of 
the copyright holders (had there been any). Was Van Risenburgh's modific乱tiona 
violation of copyright， constituting an infringement of tradel11ark? If a time machine 
were available， would the Japanese lacquer craftsl11en sue the French ebeniste for 
damages? Would they present themselves before an intemational tribunal as an instance 
ofintellec旬alproperty abuse? lf the norms of repatriation espoused in recent political 
and artworld discourse were applicable to such casesョperhapsthe Japanese as well 
as the artisans of the Muσhal Court and their authorized descendants would also 

D 

demand reparation for dal11ages. As the art historian Kavita Singh astutely points out， 
the owners and architects of European Rococo palaces like the Shonbrunn Palace in 
Vienna have caused irreparable dal11age to lndian cultural and intellectual properties. 
ln decorating their palaces with imported lndian itel11s， they completely overlooked 
their original usage and context and had no misgivings about disl11embering precious 
painting panels and reutilizing them on palace walls.15 
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'I'he Metamorphosis of Commodity Goods Between Local and Global Markets 
'fhe clecont己xtua1izationof items from their native lands and their naturalization in foreign 
lands are two sides ofth邑samecoin. '1'0 examine the mechanism of transmigration， let us 
consider the case of the contemporary Chinese artist Ni Haifeng， who resides in Hollancl， 
where he has gainecl fame for his potatoイormceramic wares. His cobalt-blue glaze 

plgm巴ntis reminiscent of the Chinese porcelain that Del丘wareartisans persist巴ntlytriecl
to imitate. And his choice of the blue flower pa抗emretraces the Dutch-Chinese trade of 
the Golden Age of the Netherlands. At the same time， his ceramics imitate the form of 
potatoes. Why the potato? One must remember that the potaめcameall the way to Europe 

、 fromth巴AndesMountains in South America. In J apan， in particular， the potato is callecl 
jagatara imo， hinting at Jakarta， because the Dutch East Indies seems to have been the 
80ぽ ceofits importation to Japan.16 Ni evokes the itinerant path followed by the potato; 
he intentionally overlaps his own migration with the旬berヲstour of the world. ln cloing 
so， he simultaneously transmits another message: just as the potato took root in Dutch 
soil and has become an everyclay comestible， so too cloes the Chinese artist wish to be 
accepted by the society to which he has immigrated. 

'1'henaれ.rra1izedvege匂.bleserves as a metaphor for the artist's migration. Indeecl， 
the fake c巴ramicpotatoes， which the Chinese artist mass produces， are full of relevant 
counotations. First， the size and form ofthe potato is 加 ingin that it can be grasped and 
cherished in on巴'spalm. '1'he tactile sensation is cause for alarm in contexts mled by 
modem museological protocols originating in the West， which s回 ssvisual observation 

at a distance at the cost of clirect contact with the materiality of the object. Second， 
the slightly i灯時ularspherical form also evokes that of a Chinese water回 dropper，one 
of the four treasures in Chinese literati cul札lre(namely， brush， ink噌 stick，ink box， and 
water司 dropp巴r).Andyet Ni's pieces are fake， as th巴yare non-nmctional water-droppers. 
According to the "definition proposed by lmmanuel Kant， pieces of fine art must be 
deprived of practical use， and their“disinterestedness" or lnteresselosigkeit， lies at the 
core of their artistic valueY While modestly prot巴stingthis Westem definition of fine 
art， Ni's potato-like objects suggest a possible altemative. '1'hird， the implicit allusion to 
Chinese tradition also hints at anot.1J.er us巴oftheobject. By grasping the ceramic ball as 
a hand exercise in the manner of Chinese“exercise balls" (jianti qiu)， an old person can 
stimulate the brain and avoid senile dem巴ntia.'1'hese tiny objects thus promote the moral 
principle of filial piel:y and substantiate the wish for longevity， a univ巴rsallyrelevant 
message for family harmony.18 

Fourth， and this is crucial to our discussion， the potato-shaped ceramic ball 
perfo立国 remarkablywell in the“money game，" eaming considerable revenue in the 
system ofbusiness strategy and commercial promotion. On the one hand， people cherish 
the tmiqueness ofthe item in a conventional manner， in the form ofart appreciation. This 
is why the original should not be reproduced or be巴asilyreproducible. Copies should 
not be'carelessly propagated as this diminishes the value ofthe original， which Walter 
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Be勾amincalled its “aura."19 On th巴otherhand， however， peopl巴covetthe treasures 
that their neighbors cherish. They want to possess something similar to what their 
neighbors' possess. One should therefore create a balance betw巴enscarcity value and 
mass production. The potato蝋 likeceramic 0対ectsatisfies both of these contradictory 
desires. Each potato-like 0句巴ctis both unique and similar in shape to other homologous 
items， for no two are identical. 

Through the conjunction of these four factors， the potato嗣 shapedceramic 
ball efficiently arouses curiosity and enhances the desire to possess those that are in 
commercial circulation. To jurnpstart this dornino effect， Ni initially distributed specimens 
free of charge as token gifts. When every household possesses a Ni object， the artist wiU be 
tmanimously recognized as a member of society. His inぬgrationin Delft will b巴realized.
At that moment， Ni will no longer be an individual， but become a trademark recognized 
by all citizens. In fact， in recent years the artist himselfhas evolved into a brand of sorts 
as an import agent， because he handles a great variety of“fake円 mass輔producedgarden 
furniture made of ceramic with cobalt-blu巴decoration，distributed under his own license. 
This megalomaniacal proliferation testifies to the transfOlmation ofthe individuallartist 
into an er抗itywith the status of a "legal p巴rsonality."20

Ni's transformation or metamorphosis is not exceptional， but typical of successful 
cases of adaptation and integration into Dutch society， and similar also to the way the 
potato entered Europe. The process also marks his personal passage from a vemacular 
market (within the Chinese cultural sphere) to a global market (represented by the 
metropolitan city of Amsterdam and Dutch soci巴ty).He is remembered for having 
E油ibitedヲ atthe beginning of his career， a wall with n巴onillumination that emanated 
illegible letters. The work was called TrザanHorse (2008)，巴vokingthe metaphor of 
border transgression by a durr立nygl仕thatsurreptitiously inserts itself into the target 
territory to perpetrate subversive activities. Illegible letters or texts that are impossible 
to decode serve as vehicles of cryptography. They resemble a Trojan horse inasmuch as 
their indecipherability constitutes a potentialthreat.21 

This reminds us of another Chinese artist， Xu Bing， who became famous for 
calligraphy composed of fake Chinese characters of his own invention. His work is 
worthy of attention in terms of its translation strategy. Let us point outれNOaspects of 
Xu's maneuver here， his “double tongu巴d"duality and “auto“poietique" proliferation. 
FirstヲXudoes not hide the fact that his invention is a fake， insofar as it is not an authentic 
system of letters recognized by Chines巴culture.He exhibits the inauthenticity of his 
invention for th巴sakeofthe Chinese public. Indeed， anyone with a knowledge ofChinese 
language and culture can easily ascertain that his invention is a fake. At the same time， 
however， he is intentionally targeting Chinese-illiterate vi巴wers，who are not supposed to 
be able to "read" the letters ofhis invention. It is true that the Chines令 illiterateviewers 
do know by hearsay that his characters are not legible， but they cannot “read，" as it 
were， the illegibility ofthese characters. They are lacking in the ability to recognize the 
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(illegibility in question. Th巴yare certainly illiterate， but they do not know how illiterate 
~ey are as they stand before Xl内 calligraphy.22

Xu is， in a sense， a self-con:finned criminal in that he exhibits his fake and 
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~Çhînese influence has been prevale瓜“Fakele社ers"appear to have been invented as 

了esturesof cultmal resistance at the fringes of powerful centers. The Japanese invention 
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~Ilrid promlllgated by him in 1446， are “fake letters" within the Sino心開tricworldview. 

~Moreover， the northem nomadic peoples who wished to comp批 W油 Chinesecivilization 

rJrivented the Khitan script (ca. 920) and Jmchin script (1119); the needlessly complicat巴d
~I)，haracters in both cases undollbtedly reveal their inferiority complex vis-a-vis the 
linfiuential cultLlral center. However， these “fake" Chinese characters were legitimized 
:as 'fallthentic" in official documents of these dynasties.24 

ミ Itis not by chance or accident that Chinese artists with the conviction ofbridging 
ごiheirown culture with non-Chinese cultures invented new sets of“fake" letters so as to 
i{acilitate their communication with others in their passage of transmigration.25 It must 
already be obvious that Ni and Xu are none oth巴rthan direct descendants of “china" 

:'torcelain makers and "japan" lacquer craftsmen. This obser、rationbrings me to propose 

the necessity of promoting a “pirates' view" in translation studies as a means of flllly 

¥.mderstanding legal and illegal cultural transactions as a whole 
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The Stock-Exchange Model ofTranslation: Toward a“Pirates'View" ofWorld 
Art History 

一-In the Guise of a Tentative Conclusion 
“Secretly inserting into the text a message that those aware of th巴 situationcould 
understand but others would take in a completely opposite way has always been a 
rhetorical measure to which those excluded from the media and power and unintentionally 
relegated to the periphery ultimately resort.円 26So writes the film historian and cultural 
critic Yomota Inuhiko in accounting for the situation of Korean residents writing in 
the Japanes巴languageunder colonial mle; and perhaps a similar sort of "do念whistle"
communication is operative in the art ofaXu Bing or a Ni Haifeng. 

The same mechanism can be seen to function when a text from a minor and 
subordinate cultural sphere is translated into a major， predominant market. To offer a 
comprehensible metaphor， one might think of the stock market. To be listed in the stock 
exchange， each company has to satisfシinitiallisting requirements. Th巴intemational
stock market is to world literature what the local market is to nationalliterature. The 
la枕eris either confined within the borders of a local language or unwilling to step 
beyond the boundaries ofthe vemacular language for fear oflosing its initial and reliable 
readership. Colloquial expressions are not always exportable. We have examined briefly 
here some aspects of the contemporary world art market in a historical perspective.27 

This analysis will help us better understand the role oftranslation-including non-verbal 
communication-in a larger context. 

In the process of transferring vernacular items to an international market， 
modifications are often r巴quired.We might ask to what extent Iocal flavor must be 
sacrificed so that加 itemcan gain global recognition. And， at the same time， we have 
to gauge the ext巴ntto which standardization must be r司巴ctedso that an item can 
transmit local or historical particularities. ln other words， the interplay betw巴enthe 
limits of perτnissible heterogeneity and rejected homog巴neityis at stake at the fringe 
of the cultural stock-market system. In the current crisis of globalization in the world 
economy， the mechanism of piracy must be scmtinized， as the black m在rketsecretly 
sustains and subverts the legal market on the surface. On the one hand， local markets 
t巴ndto be erroneously seen as illegal black markets due to their different commercial 
customs that remain impenetrable， incomprehensible， and hence unfair from the point of 
view of outsiders， or "intemational trad巴rs."On the other hand， the assumption that the 
global market is the only possible legal market on account of出 internationalvisibility 
in the hegemonic market system is equally mistaken. Thus， the interplay that takes place 
b巴tweenlocal and globalmarkets gains vital importance not only in the study of real 
politics and economy， but also in cultural studies.28 

ln this very context， Okakura Kakuzo， the legendary author of The Book 0/ 
Tea (1906) and the first curatm of the Ori巴ntalcollection at the Museum of Fine Arts， 
Boston serves as a guide.29 He left his Japanese colleagues and artists with an enigmatic 
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lesson for traveling abroad. If you are fiuent in Eng1ish， he advised， it is better to wear 
まourvemac山 rclothi時，but if you do not speak English well， you 1凶 betterp叫 on
恥恥t畑emc∞ωO側瓜.円吋f“官En拘u昭glish'お凶紺sぬ古，h'円，冗'h加le悶悶巴悶r民邑 indi凶叫i倒叩巴釘sa umv釘 sally叫 idtoo1 of communiωlOn， 
~tseems as if Okakura were preaching that local co1or cannot be effective1y expressed 

~vîthout the adequate suppOli of a universa1 too1 of communication. 1 have di組問ltyin
tinderstanding this parable when transposing it to the context ofthe world aIt markd. 

制国can"English" stand forin th巴visualand plastic arts?31 The Greco-Roman canon 

ii:s not the on1y standard for aest1凶lCcr市 ria.Should the Japanes巴orIndian grasshopper 
t)y:ear Gucci or Ferragamo skin so as to disguise itse1f in acceptable or de rigueur a杭ire?
~d do so低 therisk of being accus巴dof vio1ating We恥 m copyright? This qu側 lon
bIt昭sme to the lndian po巴etRabi凶I
認妥苫 Tagore was a Benga1i poet for whom English remained a foreign tongue. 2013 

加rksthe centennia1 ofTago的 receiptofthe Nobel Prize 凶 iterature，as the firstAsian 
~åureate. In 2012， that is， 99 years 1ater， Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak， an intemationally 
知nowned1iterary theorist from Bengal and a professor at Co1urnbia University， was 
事llOsenas the recipient of the Kyoto Prize， an intemational prize with the ambition of 
:もoveringfie1ds that remain unacknowledged by the Nobe1 Prize. What has happened in 
ゐetween?And what is the meaning ofthe 99 years that separate the 削 woc吋el巴由bra剖訓tionα叩n凶l
票h恥etime s叩pa阻nbe臥阿f巴白ent白hemcannot be 巴t白ha抗toぱfasimple c∞on凶凶t討III碍ge阻nc'句y.To this question， 
rwhich has many re1evant answers， 1et me propose th巴 followinganecdote and suggest 

!im additional scenario. 
A1tho昭 hthey met on1y twice in their 1ives， Tagore wぉ deeplyimpressed by 

¥Qkakura. In his posthumous tribute to Okakura， Tagor巴providedthe following insight. 
実.ecollectingOkakura's first stay in India in 1901 to 1902， Tagore remarked:“[Okakura] 
bWOll1d 0食enbuy some verγcheap things， like simple clay-oi1 pots that peasants use， 
[，With ecstasy of admiration， some things in which we had fai1ed to rea1ize the instinct for 
['teautyア34Discovering everyday utensi1s and taking them out of their origina1 context 

託decontextualization)was common practice for Japanese tea masters. Ancient tea masters 
41adeevsrydaykoreandcEbowlsintohistoricmasterpieces(natllraluauoI1).S山 hbow1s

;問regiven names and transmi出 d合omone gener且1ionto another as unique 0句巴cts.
tpollowing in the steps ofhis predecessors， Okakura also procured marvelous trol仰 illes

'(lucky:finds， to use the Fre即 :hexpression) 0叫 ndiansoil， where tea 0均inated.Economics 
al;:aches us that decontextua1ization supp1ies added v成田andexchange va1ue to otherw邸

'ordinary items. Herein 1ies th巴secretof commercia1 transactions as well as the origins 

戸、iracy"as their inevitab1e耐 eeffect.35 

If Tagore listed Benga1i poetics in the stock exchange of world literature by 
trans1ating his own collection of Benga1i po巴ms，the Gitanjali， into English as Song 
〈初らrings(1909)， Okakura， for his part， listed Asian popu1ar crafts and the a巴sthetic
practice of the tea ceremony on the stock exchange of world art through The Book 
91 Tea (1906). Both writers overemphasized the superiority of Orienta1 spirituality 
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over Occidental materiality.36 Judging from the perspective of cultural transplantation 
conducted in the transaction of commodity goods through the Indian Ocean， it may 
be wise to reconsider these cases of “cultural translation" from the "pirates' view.円37
If Tagore's and Okakura's operations were successful， it is simply because th己yboth 
kn巴wquite well th巴verylimits oftheir possible operations within the Westem colonial 
world system: to successfully conduct cultural“piracy" within the restrictions of the 
mles ofthe game (regle dujeu， as PieロeBourdieu called江)，38so as to mak，巴 suchan 
illegal transaction legal (or to make illegal transactions legally)， one has to recognize 
the margins ofthe mles in the game that one is obliged to play (jeu de regle). Indeed， by 
imitating Westem attire， you may be accused of infringing on (Westem) copyright， but 
by putting on aboriginallnative叫 ire，you may be accused ofviolating the dress code. 
Asian individuals were forced to mo叩 tsophisticated modes of resistance against such 
bitter constraints of “intellectual colonialism.円 Thus，if the colonialism they opposed 
can be seen as operating like a system of"global piracy" comparable to the world wide 
stock exchange market， thenthe tactics of Asian intellectuals like Tagore and Okakura 
are little more than forays of"minor piracy" lalillched会omlocal and vemacular markets 
with the aim of filling in gaps between the local and the global. But who is entitled 
to determine the ml巴sand peロnissiblemargins of the gam巴?39This is the question of 
cultural hegemoriy that we must consider and negotiate to further our resistance against 
intellectual colonialism， which is the global piracy that continues to imprison us.40 
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